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Flesh of the Law: Material Legal Metaphors
ANDREAS PHILIPPOPOULOS-MIHALOPOULOS*

“Ex-voto, ‘for a favor granted’:
for a life saved, an image.
It’s the contract of the ex-voto, exemplary painting.”1

Existing legal metaphors, even the predominantly spatial and corporeal ones, paradoxically
perpetuate a dematerialised impression of the law. This is because they depict the law as
universal, adversarial and court-based, thus ignoring alternative legalities. Instead, there is a
need to employ more radically material metaphors, in line with the material turn in law and
other disciplines, in order to allow for law’s materiality to come forth. I explore the connection
between language and matter (the ‘flesh’ of the law) through legal, linguistic and art theory,
and conclude by suggesting four characteristics of material legal metaphors.

LEGAL METAPHORS: WHY AGAIN, WHY NOW?
Legal metaphors are no longer an original topic, neither in legal research specifically, nor
linguistics in general. The research credentials hark back to Thomas Hobbes, Jeremy Bentham,
and Lon Fuller,2 complemented more recently by a surge of mainly North American literature
either specifically on the topic of legal metaphors,3 or the broader cognitive science of law
field, in which metaphors feature heavily.4 Equally, legal metaphors have been endorsed with
gusto by linguists as case studies for linguistic theories;5 and by philosophers in order to
explore the laws of metaphor,6 to confine metaphors to their literal statements,7 to think of the
normative appeal of disease metaphors,8 to explore the speculative laws of object oriented
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ontology,9 and to analyse the normative connection between language and biology.10 There
have been critiques of metaphors,11 endorsements of metaphors,12 and even exhortations to
carry on metaphorically speaking because in this way the law can develop in more imaginative
ways.13 Lakoff and Johnson’s conceptual metaphor theory14 — a most influential analysis with
a sizeable following in law — changed our understanding of metaphors from pure language
construction to thought. So, while there are always new things to be said, the debate is so well
established that it risks becoming part of the legal norm, adding nothing new to the frontiers of
legal theoretical thinking. Why is it then that another text or indeed series of texts on legal
metaphors is needed? What will it add and where will it take the discourse?
New research on legal metaphors is needed because the legal theoretical context is changing,
or more precisely, turning. The law (and I am using this generic term deliberately for reasons
I show below) is turning in a spatial, corporeal and generally material way.15 In the same way,
I suggest, legal metaphors must also change. Standard spatial and corporeal metaphors on
which the law traditionally relies, are useful (section 2), but at the same time paradoxically
perpetuate law’s dematerialisation and abstraction (section 3). Instead, I suggest something
novel and more ambitious, quite unlike the standard endorsements or critiques of legal
metaphors: what I call material legal metaphors, namely metaphors that are more than mere
figures of speech, but are rather embodied in the very body of their emergence, the law itself.16
Understanding metaphors as the transfer of meaning from one regime of signs to another,17 I
suggest (in sections 4 and 5) that material legal metaphors are the bridge between the semiotic
and the material, opening thus the way for a new conceptualisation of justice. This is not an
abstract, textual or even future justice, but an immanent, embodied, spatially embedded justice.
This is how I understand the term ‘flesh’ of the title: as the crux between semiosis and
materiality.
The term appears explicitly only towards the end of the article but pulsates throughout the text
and especially the interlaced passages in italics. These passages refer to Titian’s last ever
painting, the Pietà, with the materiality of which I performatively engage here in order to shed
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some light onto legal metaphors. I undertake a close reading of both representation and
materiality of the painting and I begin with the contract for the painting; this contract sets the
scene for the first metaphor of my analysis, namely the fact that meaning is transferred from
the legal (contract) to the object (painting). The commissioning church in Venice was justly
perhaps expecting the standard representation of Pietà. Additionally, people would know how
they were expected to feel when looking at a Pietà. In other words, the metaphor determined
the object itself, involving affective predetermination and excluding alternative
conceptualisations. This, I argue, is what happens with the existing corporeal and spatial legal
metaphors: via their pre-conscious effect, they determine what the law is supposed to be while
marginalising alternative forms. Titian’s Pietà, however, did not adhere to the accepted
metaphor. It carved a new path, in exactly the way I suggest material legal metaphors operate.
The painting was not well received since the contractual recipients were operating within a
close system of metaphors that precluded alternative explorations of meaning. What they
missed, however, was a key to the Pietà that Titian masterfully included in the canvas. Purely
for reasons of suspense, I shall not yet reveal what this ‘key’ to the painting was. But my
argument is that through this, the whole painting becomes a material metaphor for a contract
with a party that could not easily be pinned down: death. In the conclusion, I refer to two
material legal metaphors whose function is parallel to that of Pietà: an attempt to capture the
very thing that the law is.

LAW, LANGUAGE AND METAPHORS
Metaphorical thinking is creative thinking.18 Its creativity lies in the transfer (Greek μεταφορά,
metaphorà, meaning “transfer”) of meaning from one regime of signs to other regimes. I draw
the term ‘regime of signs’ from Deleuze and Guattari. Regimes of signs are the various modes
(machines) in which society represents itself.19 These modes are not just linguistic but also
material, and provide a context from meaning. Nathan Moore puts it clearly when he refers to
regimes of signs as including “elements, such as bodies and things (including tones,
exclamations, gasps, stutterings, etc.), excluded from language (la langue).”20 A metaphor,
therefore, is the transfer of meaning from and to signs that are neither exclusively linguistic
nor exclusively material. The law is a good example of the above, in the sense that it is both
linguistic and material, as I show below.
Ever since the influential Metaphors We Live By by linguist George Lakoff and philosopher
Mark Johnson, we know that “our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of which we both think
and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature.”21 This means that metaphors are not mere
figures of speech but determine how thought is structured and evolving.22 Of course, law’s
textuality can hardly be disputed. In the traditional, exclusively linguistic understanding, the
law is solely understood through language: “law as (fundamentally a system of) meaning is
18
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only accessible through (linguistic) signs and thus dependent on the process of interpreting the
signs.”23 Even this approach, however, has been diluted, and sign interpretation has moved
towards a more emplaced, material understanding. So, rather than seeing law (and language)
as langue, namely the Saussurian term for the abstract structure of language for which the
cognitive mediation of participants is of marginal effect, we are moving towards a semiotic
understanding of law (and language) as an outcome of concrete situations, devoid of a priori
or unchanged structures. In a most informative passage, Engberg and Wølch Rasmussen put
the two approaches clearly: “if language and meaning is mainly a superindividual concept, then
the process of establishing the legal meaning of, e.g., statutory texts in concrete interactions is
one of looking into the superindividual in order to find a meaning. … If, on the other hand,
language is seen mainly as an entity applied by individuals in their communicative and meaning
creating (= semiotic) activities, then the process of establishing legal meaning is one of
negotiating with other individuals the meaning relevant in concrete situations, a process which
leaves much more relevance to the opinions and the ideological stance of the people
involved.”24
The first approach has been steadily losing ground to the second, especially after the latter’s
further cognitivist development, confluent with the affective turn in social sciences and
humanities.25 Affects are neither immaterial nor necessarily communicable notions, but the
embodied and spatialised circulation of information that takes place in concrete situations. For
this reason, spatial and corporeal metaphors are the most frequent ways of meaning transfer (in
our case, from space and body to law), largely to do with the simple fact that we have bodies
that move in space.26 We talk about finding the sources of law, which denote a physical
movement ‘back’ to the originary fountain. We talk about legal grounds in argumentation,
giving the impression of something stable and unmoving; there is a system of law to contain
with, with its disciplinary boundaries, its jurisdictional application, and its court hierarchies
such as high and low courts; a judge balances and weighs interests, putting one party’s interests
on the one side, and the other’s on the other; and there are legal lacunas and gaps in the law
through which one can slide. In the same manner, there is legal standing, namely to find one’s
footing in the space of the law and defend oneself.27 Standing implies an erect and even
respectful posture of one’s body before the court, despite the fact that one might be burdened
by the carrying of a right or an obligation. Even the law itself is a body, the body of law, the
legal corpus, with its long arm, its equity conscience, its blind justice, even its fully developed,
organismic constitution. Obviously, law is a brittle thing, for why else could one break the law?
Still, law is larger than us: one can easily be within the law. But rest assured, there is nowhere
to hide from the law.
One could go on. But what reads as an entertaining ‘a-ha’ moment for the ones of us who have
not thought of legal metaphors before, reveals this: that we operate with metaphors on a
preconscious level, namely a level where language is accepted unquestioningly. We are so
conditioned by the ruling metaphors of law that a. we do not question them and b. we allow
them to carry on determining the way we stand in relation to the law, since we cannot even
imagine a different way. This preconscious conditioning of reality via metaphors begs the
23
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question: how far have legal metaphors penetrated society’s skin? Can we still maintain that
legal metaphors are just language?
In an influential article on metaphor and law, Johnson expands on the fact that concepts are
“learned automatically through our bodily interactions with aspects of our environment.”28
Johnson has found that concepts are conceived as physical objects through our bodies. The
meaning transfer from idea to object is what Steven Winter calls “an acquisition or ‘taking in’
of that object.”29 This is crucial for our purposes because it confirms that the law is understood
through metaphors – as Johnson writes in the conclusion of his study on metaphors of property,
land access, and law, “you cannot practice property law without metaphor!”30 It also shows
that legal metaphors are not merely figures of speech (language) but embedded in thought, in
its turn embodied in the movement of bodies in space who perceive of ideas as physical objects.
In sum, we can no longer talk of law and legal metaphors as mere symbolic entities, but as a
shared surface between the semiotic and the material.
Importantly, metaphors rely on “highly determinate “spatial” or “bodily” logics that support
and constrain inferences.”31 An example is offered by Norman Spaulding: “doctrinally, the
dominant, indeed controlling, metaphor for the constitutional guarantee of procedural due
process is a courtroom trial.”32 The courtroom trial is the dominant legal metaphor, in its turn
determining further inferences. Spaulding classifies this as a dead metaphor, namely an
ossified, fixed metaphor that perpetuates law’s closure, in exactly the same way as the
courtroom enclosure is thought of as sealed off and independent, even when televised or
thoroughly reported upon: “Enclosure not only symbolized the independence of law from
political, commercial, and social space; it served to restrict access, limit vandalism, minimize
the disruption of trial, and, perhaps above all, encourage deference to the administration of
justice in a democratic society perpetually anxious about the authority of law and lawyers.”33
In other words, understood through the metaphor of bodies enclosed in a physical space, the
trial is the outcome of law’s (self-perceived) need of self-defence against society’s doubts. To
put it more radically, enclosure is the metaphor that defends law’s legitimation by excluding
the rest of the world. Think of what Ebbesson points out: “few professional groups that define
the rest of the world through a negation, i.e. as “non-lawyers”. Ever heard of “non-plumbers”,
“non-taxi-drivers”, “non-nurses” or “non-teachers”?”34

Pietà I: from contract to object
Venice, late 1500s. A contract is signed between the most renowned painter of the
Venetian Renaissance, Titian Vecellio, and the Franciscans Brothers of the Church
of Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari. Burial ground for Titian will be reserved in the
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church, in return for a specially commissioned painting. The contract stipulates the
dimensions of the canvas, the material, and its exact location, the Altar of the
Cross.35 It is agreed that this painting will be the altarpiece above Titian’s tomb.
Above all, the contract stipulates the topic of the painting. Titian is to paint an
“imago pietatis pietà”,36 or what we have come to know as Pietà. Pietà (“pity”,
“piety”, “mercy”) is the accepted term for the depiction of the Virgin Mary holding
the dead body of Jesus in her arms after his deposition from the cross. The term
originates in the Byzantine iconography of the Man of Sorrows (Imago Pietatis),
namely the dead Christ with his arms crossed over his chest.37 The signified
developed to the presently known form after Florentine Renaissance and in
particular Michelangelo popularised it with his Pietà statue (1498-99).38
The term Pietà is a metaphor. The original transfer of meaning from the Byzantine
theme to that of the Virgin Mary and Jesus, was a fitting dominant metaphor for the
counter-reformation signification system of artistic demands, and eminently useful
for the church of the Frari. A Pietà encouraged emotional identification and response
from the viewer, combined with chaste meditation.39 “The Pietà… represents an
eternal moment, a theological epitome in which fundamental truths are manifested
in an affective but ideal image. The beauty of the visual concept resides precisely in
its synthesis of human pathos and liturgical symbolism.”40 In other words, the
metaphor was successful because the contemporary viewer would know, not only
what the term meant pictorially, but also what she was expected to feel upon seeing
a Pietà. A complex affect consisting of empathy with the pious stories of the Virgin
and Christ, and a deeper understanding of Christian mercy, is transferred as part of
the politics and religious art of the time.
There is a second metaphor at play. Every contract transfers meaning from the
contractual regime of signs to that of the contractual object, whether this is an actual
object, an action, a movement and so on.41 In Titian’s case, meaning is transferred
from the contractual object (a Pietà) to the material object (the Pietà). According to
this metaphor, the contractual object was expected to be a Pietà in the manner of
Michelangelo. But this metaphor, which was what the Frari understood as Pietà,
was already dead for Titian. His Pietà is a different metaphor that breaks the
enclosure of the contractual Pietà and hurls meaning into a new regime of
signification.
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THE ENCLOSURES OF LEGAL METAPHORS
Successful legal metaphors have three main characteristics.42 First, they have to be part of a
consistent metaphorical system – precisely like the contractual Pietà – that determines meaning
expectations. A metaphor will only work and catch on if consistent with the existing
metaphorical edifice. We have seen that for law, the dominant metaphor that determines the
metaphorical system is the trial enclosure with its control over who moves, who stands, who
sits higher, who sits in a box. The effect of such a metaphor cannot be underestimated. Victoria
Brooks has produced a thorough reading of the affective edifice of the law as materialised in
the courtroom. She finds that “the courtroom contains and twists bodies into its tiny caverns
and grand panelled auditoria, with walls built to ensure the painful silencing of already
terrorized bodies.”43 These hierarchical spaces legitimise themselves with the help of borrowed
references from history and divinity (and each judicial space has different ways of asserting
itself44), both in terms of architecture and insignia,45 such as the meaningless dieu et mon droit
(“god and my right”). But here is the power of the metaphor: in the metaphorical system of
hierarchies, enclosures, walls, and corridors of direction, a sentence written in unintelligent
French serves its purpose. This does not mean that there are no other forms, practices and
typologies of law that do not fall within the metaphorical enclosure. Quite the contrary, these
abound. But the dominant metaphor of the law remains an enclosure. The meaning transfer in
this case is this: the world is excluded, the law is reinstated.
Second, a successful metaphor needs to be repeated. Once is not enough, since it still hits the
conscious level, as Christopher Rideout shows in his influential text on the legal penumbra and
the intense controversy this metaphor has caused to the US legal world.46 When adequately
repeated, however, it becomes part of the norm. Ann Cammett has recently argued that the
repetition of such metaphors as ‘Welfare Queen’ in the North American context has led to the
unquestioned understanding that specific people, namely black women of poor background,
constitute an unwanted social burden: “Racism plays a central role in Americans’ collective
historical and cultural heritage. Metaphors in this context also act as ‘carriers of cultural
elements,’ shaping how we make sense of the world and what we value and privilege.”47
Third, a successful metaphor must trigger a preconscious, affective response that engages
physical, symbolic and emotional elements – as we have seen in the emotional identification
that occurred with the more traditionally defined Pietà.48 A metaphor evokes in its target
audience a sense of responsibility. The audience must understand the metaphor, must feel that
they belong to the consistent system of the metaphor, and must elaborate the metaphor in the
same way as the body (the brain and/or the body itself) of the utterer. Johnson writes: “there is
42
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no human conceptualization or reasoning without a functioning human brain, which operates
a living human body that is continually engaging environments that are at once physical, social,
cultural, economic, moral, legal, gendered, and racialized.”49 It is only through a commonality
(actual or aspirational) of such environments that the transfer of meaning is successful. Law’s
metaphors posit precisely this responsibility. Uttered by lawyers, judges, members of
parliament, politicians, or even TV shows and other media, legal metaphors are expected to be
understood and embodied, since they come from above, where the good stuff is. This is not
only a national jurisdictional issue. The metaphorical distinction between above and below is
so embedded that lies in the core of colonial and postcolonial oppression of North versus South,
50 capturing happiness (“I'm feeling up. That boosted my spirits. My spirits rose. You're in high
spirits.”), abundance and health (“The numbers keep going up.” “He's at the peak of health.
He's in top shape.”) and even future (“All up coming events are listed in the paper. What's
coming up this week?”), while sadness, illness, poverty and past lie down below, in the South.51
According to the above criteria, existing spatial and corporeal legal metaphors are successful.
They are consistent with each other and the grander legal metaphorical system; they are
repeated in judgements, media coverage, everyday vernacular; and they are used unaware of
their metaphorical nature, thus triggering an affective response in whoever wants to be within
the law and yet avoid its long arm. Existing spatial and legal metaphors are part of what
conceptual metaphor theory describes as container metaphor, themselves a form of enclosure.
Lakoff and Johnson employ the example of a running race which poses as a distinct unit
“having in it participants (which are objects), events like the start and finish (which are
metaphorical objects), and the activity of running (which is a metaphorical substance).”52 The
courtroom trial, the lawyers/non-lawyers distinction, indeed the law as a whole, obeys the logic
of container metaphor, with its distinct beginning and end, its participants, its spatiality, and its
specific activity: all neat metaphors that allow us to construct the law as a discreet activity,
taking place in designated areas, affecting only the ones that are part of a trial or some
adversarial legal procedure, and crowned by the final administration of justice. Container
metaphors are at the core of a human need for separation, enclosure, and boundary setting. It
is what Teresa Brennan calls ‘the foundational fantasy’, namely the necessity of constructing
a difference between self and environment.53 Through its metaphors, law feeds this fantasy.
The larger container metaphor of the law as courtroom trial promotes an understanding of law
as legitimate, adversarial and enclosed, which, in its turn feeds the law’s metaphorical system.
This is the ultimate enclosure as described by Niklas Luhmann: the autopoietic, namely selfpreserving, legal system only accepts notions that are consistent with its existing structure.54 A
consistent metaphorical system, therefore, provides two things: a way of filtering which
metaphor is relevant; and a given direction in which bodies (metaphorical and otherwise) are
expected to move. This happens in a circular way, as Winter shows when he discusses how
rules necessarily depend on the cultural practices they are meant to regulate.55 Legal metaphors
aim at establishing, maintaining and imposing certain structures, and in the way they can end
up marginalising and excluding, not just parts of society but also different modes of law.
Metaphors reify ‘the’ law as something stable, solid, measurable and scientific — thus
49
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pacifying social expectations on law’s reliability. Carel Smith writes that existing legal
metaphors “add to the view that the law is something that exists ‘out there’…The use of spatial
metaphors to describe law, in short, might explain that lawyers are still attracted to the dubious
idea that legal adjudication could be performed neutrally, as detached as a scientist who
measures the distance between the Milky Way and the Andromeda Galaxy.”56
Metaphors are characterised by a duality: “in allowing us to focus on one aspect of a concept…
a metaphorical concept can keep us from focusing on other aspects of the concept that are
inconsistent with that metaphor.”57 Legal metaphors describe one kind of law and one kind of
relation to the law, all in the service of maintaining the law’s facade of objectivity and
impartiality, as well as the legal compulsion for adversarial resolution. They highlight
precision, scientific balancing, and equity in terms of confrontation, and they obscure both the
input of hand of the judge and its weight, and other modes of dispute resolution such as
contextual decision-making, adjudication, consensus-based resolution, mutualism and so on.58
The fact that legal metaphors are used by advocates in potentially contradictory ways to
illustrate their arguments and thus affect the court decision does not alter the fact that
adversarialism remains the main legal container metaphor. Most often, legal metaphors
highlight law’s connection to order, balance and justice, emphasising thus a legal monopoly on
it, while revolt, civil disobedience, or different kinds of balance lie on the other side of the law.
Susan Sontag writes: “political events started commonly to be defined as being unprecedented,
radical; and eventually both civil disturbances and wars come to be understood as, really,
revolutions.”59 On the other hand, current legal metaphors obscure the fact that law is selflegitimising,60 while highlighting the law’s social expectations aspects, and thus feeding into
the need for more policing, more security, more laws. Legal personification has comparably
unequal effects, as Ebbesson finds: “the metaphor of person contributes to legitimising why
some categories (such as legal persons) are bestowed with human rights without being humans,
while other categories are excluded, even though the legislation may be intended to protect
them (e.g. environmental law and animal welfare law).”61
There is another, to my mind deeper issue with the standard spatial and corporeal legal
metaphors. Rather than actually bringing forth the materiality of the law, these metaphors offer
a sliver of controlled spatiality and corporeality which advance the purposes of legal
abstraction. This is often the irony of the metaphor, or what Sontag has called its contradictory
application:62 spatial and corporeal legal metaphors turn the law away from capturing its legal
spatial and embodied meaning. Henri Lefebvre has written on how legal metaphors deny the
body to which they refer by discursively breaking it down into pieces.63 Heeding these
metaphors, one would think that the law is still something that resides exclusively in the
courtroom, that is hierarchical and adversarial by nature, that has an actual origin that is still
able to provide the law with its much needed legitimacy, that it is different from politics,
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economics, culture, religion and so on. But we now know that the law is everywhere,64 that its
courtroom-based form is losing ground to other forms of adjudication,65 that its disciplinary
boundaries are arbitrary constructions that serve disciplinarian means according to various
interests,66 that jurisdiction is not actual geographical space but what the law makes of
geographical space,67 that, finally, the law is not abstract but embodied in all the bodies of its
emergence whether human or nonhuman.
From innocuous figures of speech to reality-determining distinctions,68 illuminating while
obscuring, and appeasing the need for particular application of the law while upholding law’s
abstraction, current spatial and corporeal legal metaphors are in the service of what Deleuze
has called control society. Legal metaphors have become control signs. Moore puts it thus:
“the control sign functions to make reality and representation indistinguishable. On this basis,
it becomes possible for control to not only manipulate reality as if it were a sign (the two
obvious examples being marketing and religion), but also to insist upon any regime of signs as
an inevitable and inescapable ‘reality’ or fact (e.g. the ‘war on terror’).”69
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Titian, Pietà, 1576, Gallerie dell’Accademia, Venice

Pietà II: the container
Venice is being ravaged by the plague. Titian, of already advanced age, paints his
Pietà as a plea for mercy (“pietà”), a standard practice of the time. But mercy is not
granted. Titian dies from the plague, the Pietà left in a seemingly unfinished state.
The painting was never hung in the Frari Church. We can only hypothesise, but this
seems to be the main reason: what Titian produced was not a Pietà. Thematically, it
contained no divine redemption or promise of eternal life. It had little to do with the
salvation of the Altar of the Cross.70 There is no Michelangelo elegance here – the
container Pietà metaphor. Titian’s Pietà is dark, haunting, sparse. The vanishing
point is neither Christ nor Virgin, but another metaphor: Titian employs his
teacher’s Giovanni Bellini’s serene, golden apses, but turns them into a dark, tomblike, haunted, empty awning. Bellini’s sacred conversation becomes Titian’s howl.
The apse transfers the meaning of eternity, from Bellini’s limpid, luminous faith in
a crystal-clear future, to a space filled with the dread of death. Stylistically, the
painting could be rejected as unfinished.71 Yet this is also part of Titian’s metaphor:
in his later paintings, Titian developed a technique that did not accord with the
accepted standards of Venetian – or any other, for that matter – painting. He used
his fingers rather than the brush;72 he applied thick impasto to accentuate a drama
too coarse for conservative Venice; he courted violence and darkness that could only
be justified by describing the paintings as unfinished.
In rejecting the painting, the Frari were operating within the consistent system of
metaphors that had determined what a Pietà was, what an appropriate altarpiece
should look like, what constitutes a finished piece of art, and what constitutes an
adequate metaphorical object of contract. Titian’s Pietà would not fit any of the
above.73

FLESH OF THE LAW
In an interview on the body of her work, Donna Haraway says: “I find words and language
more closely related to flesh than to ideas…Since I experience language as an intensely
physical process, I cannot not think through metaphor…I experience myself inside these
constantly swerving, intensely physical processes of semiosis.”74 Haraway’s embodied
metaphor goes somewhat further than the conceptual metaphor approach. This is no longer
about how metaphors are produced, in the conceptual metaphor sense of the brain and body’s
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participation. For Haraway, feminist philosopher with a biology background, the linguistic
body is as physical as any material body. “Understanding the world is about living inside
stories. There's no place to be in the world outside of stories. And these stories are literalized
in these objects. Or better, objects are frozen stories. Our own bodies are a metaphor in the
most literal sense. This is the oxymoronic quality of physicality that is the result of the
permanent coexistence of stories embedded in physical semiotic fleshy bloody existence. None
of this is an abstraction.”75 Haraway’s metaphors are always material, co-extensive with the
body of their emergence. Not only do we conceive (“taking in”) of concepts as physical objects,
as Winter, and Lakoff and Johnson have argued above; rather, concepts have their own
physicality. We do not merely construct them as objects. They are objects.
As we have seen, standard legal spatial and corporeal metaphors discount law’s materiality.
But what is law’s matter? And how do we reconcile it with the fact that law is also and at least
at first instance, textual? I have written on law’s materiality elsewhere,76 so here I will limit
myself to the following. First, it is important to consider law’s materiality broadly, and not as
something limited to legal files, court spaces, etc.77 Law is not confined to what is semiotically
understood as legal, but permeates life in terms of bodies, objects and spaces. From the simple
example of the evolution of the legal profession that accepts that an increasing amount of
previously reserved activities can now be performed by non-lawyers,78 to the more complex
issue of legal agency attributed to corporations, rivers and networks,79 the law is unfolding its
material nature in increasingly more evident ways. Critical sociolegal research is
overwhelmingly showing that embodiment (in the broadest sense of bodies as human and
nonhuman) is the only way in which the law can exist.80
The second point I would like to make is that the law has an interest in concealing its
materiality. Law’s greatest trick is to make us believe in its supposed abstract, universal,
immaterial, merely semiotic nature. How else could this other favourite legal metaphor, that of
blind justice, operate? Indeed, how else could law operate materially and control without
making its presence asphyxiating. Take a walk and observe the law enabling, channelling,
impeding, accelerating your movement; see the illegality of hoods in shopping malls, veiled
women in Paris, unveiled women in Afghanistan, walking in the nude in London. And then try
to touch these bodies - the law will stop you; sniff out how the law allows bread smell to
circulate through a supermarket’s air shafts, while prohibiting smells from a restaurant
percolating at the upstairs flat. And so on, without even talking about planning regulations,
zoning and privatisation of public spaces. Life is thick with law, so thick that the law becomes
invisibilised. So invisibilised that it is as if it is not matter, that indeed it does not matter. Law
presents itself (without ever itself falling for this trick) as abstract, distant, and closed. Existing
legal metaphors perpetuate the separation of matter and law by pacifying the quest for legal
matter, and thus reinstating the exclusively semiotic nature of law. The challenge we are facing
now is to understand law as both semiotic and material. In order to do this, we need to embrace
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what I call material metaphors, namely metaphors that bring together the material and semiotic
regime of signs.
Before focusing on these metaphors, let me briefly suggest a way in which meaning is
transferred between the material and the semiotic through Spinozan ethics, and particularly his
concept of parallelism.81 Moira Gatens and Genevieve Lloyd explain: “nothing that happens
in the order of thought depends causally on anything that happens in the order of material
things, or vice versa. But the ‘order of thought’ and the ‘order of things’… are mapped onto
one another in a relation of correspondence.”82 This is Spinoza’s parallelism, which cultivates
togetherness but also distance. In that sense, law is both matter and language, but these two
withdraw from each other, offering only easy metaphors in their stead. At the same time, legal
matter and legal language evolve together, although not causally dependent on each other.
Parallelism is Spinoza’s way of populating the vast oneness (god or nature) that for him
determined everything, while allowing for difference between matter and mind. I would like
to think of Spinoza’s parallelism as the law’s flesh: neither just a thing nor just a concept, flesh
is the parallel co-existence of both legal matter and legal language, brimming with legal texts,
statutes, decisions, opinions, symbols, but also bodies and spaces that would seemingly be
outside the usual symbolic expanse of the law, yet in reality they are in the core of what it
means to be legal.
This is what Haraway means when she refers to “the materialized semiosis of flesh.”83 Legal
matter and legal language are inextricable. Our responsibility as scholars given to the burden
and delight of interdisciplinary research, is to try and take in matter and mind together, without
succumbing to easy separations.

Pietà III: the last metaphor
On the bottom right-hand corner “a painting inside the painting recalls the rules
and the contract.”84 Titian has included an ex-voto, a votive image depicting two
men, one aged and one younger, praying to a floating Pietà. The two men have been
identified as Titian and his son Orazio, whom Titian expected to take over the
workshop after his death.85
The ex-voto is the material metaphor of the painting, reaching out from within.86 By
including it in the canvas, Titian tells us many things: first, this might not be a
traditional Pietà but through the votive image as the interpretative key, the painting
becomes a Pietà. Second, this new metaphor changes the whole reference system.
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The ex-voto renders the whole altarpiece a votive offering.87 Titian makes sure that
this, “the most poignant conceit in the composition” as David Rosand put it,88 does
not escape the attention of the viewer. He allows only one source of light in the
painting, and that is the bottom right corner of the painting, where the ex-voto lies.
The painting is structured along this luminous diagonal: bodies, glances and hands
are aligned to this one perspective. Even a part of the apse is highlighted by the
metaphor, thus insinuating a sliver of hope. It is Titian’s way of asking the plague to
pity him and his son.
Orazio however also dies in the plague, more or less at the same time as Titian.
Titian’s final contract was honoured by neither party, whether the Frari or death.

LAW’S MATERIAL METAPHORS
How can we perceive of the flesh of the law? My answer is, through material legal metaphors.
I define material legal metaphors as fleshy, pulsating metaphors that emerge from within the
body of law, determined by and in their turn determining how the law, in its fleshy, namely
material and textual dimension, is to be understood. These are novel rather than fixed (‘dead’)
metaphors and generally operate as conceptual metaphors do, with some fundamental
differences in relation to the traits discussed above in section 3:
first, material metaphors make explicit their material provenance, not only in their name
(so not only in terms of figures of speech) but fundamentally in the way they attempt
to grapple with both matter and law.
second, material metaphors do not operate as a container in a consistent system whose
boundaries are closed and determined; rather, even when in the form of enclosures, they
remain contingent and undetermined.
third, although they rely on repetition and affective response, they are at least at first,
counter-intuitive. They are often neologisms or even forced combinations of terms that
cause questioning rather than preconscious acceptance.
fourth, they do not control the perception of legal reality as singular, nor do they guide
perceptions in a certain direction, but allow a fleshy malleability of perception that can
take different paths – exactly as the law is.
Law as a whole is a material metaphor.89 No doubt to talk about law generically and without
specification, risks essentialisation, shedding light on one side of it (whatever the author wants
to emphasise) and obscuring other sides of law. This is a real risk but also, I think, a risk worth
taking, if only to avoid another risk: to perpetuate the impression that the law can be
compartmentalised into public law, private law, property law, EU law and so on. The classic
understanding of areas of law (another metaphor) imparts the false idea of legal difference
according to subject matter. But we know that these are epistemological conventions. In reality
the law spills over, knows no internal boundaries, needs the rest of the law in order to stand.
The same applies to the law in relation to other disciplines. Law is not politics, economics,
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geography, chemistry, medicine, psychology, and so on. But is that really the case? All these
disciplinary distinctions collapse at a single trial or a single statutory instrument. In practice,
the law has always been a cross-disciplinary excursus, where lawyers and judges and even legal
academics need to have a passable level of knowledge of some other discipline. For these
reasons, I do not object to the use of the generic term ‘law’. If anything, the metaphor is
palpable, and through it one can perceive law’s embodiment and spatialisation not as an
exception, but as everyday occurrence. We need to carry on using the metaphor of the law
because the law needs to be further banalised. What initially would not seem like the law (a
pavement or a caress or a tsunami) becomes the law.90 Talking about the ‘law’ is a fundamental
material metaphor, emerging from the core of the law yet allowing it to form contractual
synapses with other disciplines as well as with bodies and spaces. The material metaphor of
the law breaks the habitual metaphor system that determines what the law is, and
resemiologises objects as the law.91
In the concluding part of this text, I would like to focus on what I consider the most fundamental
material metaphor for the law, “the most poignant conceit in the composition”:92 justice. At
first instance, the metaphor of justice as Justitia, namely the blind, scale-balancing, swordcradling woman, seems perfectly fleshy, namely both material and discursive. This woman,
however, is a puppet. As feminist critique has convincingly shown,93 Justitia’s fetishized
blindness and its pathetic sword threat reek of masculine construction. It is a product of the
father law, an Athena jumping out of Zeus’s head, or an Eve carved out of Adam’s rib. Justitia
is devoid of flesh, artificially propped up on top of courthouses, her strings pulled by a
paternalistic law that hides behind a female appeal and offers itself to the male gaze.94 She is
so excessively surrounded by the symbols of her borrowed power that she collapses under the
weight of her own imposed gravitas.95 As a metaphor, Justitia highlights a certain
understanding of female power, while at the same time obscuring its status as derivative,
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paternalistic and patronising. Its materiality is subsumed by its desperate symbolism. Blind
justice is a “conceit”, but not a material metaphor.96
What is left then? What is the material metaphor of the law that guides the law from within
while at the same time expanding its horizon? What is the immanent metaphor of law’s ex-voto
that will capture the end of law, in the same way that Titian’s ex-voto tried to capture death? In
this quest it is important to maintain justice as the absolute immanence of the law, its horizon
and ultimate goal. It must remain the interpretative ‘key’ to the whole legal system, guiding
the law from within legal operations. But it must also remain a contingency, as Luhmann puts
it, namely what might happen when the law applies - but there is no guarantee.97 At the same
time, justice must be embodied and spatialised, fully materialised, away from paternalistic
depictions; its contingency must not be blind– it must look into the particulars of each body
and the differences across the spatial continuum; finally, it must not be anthropomorphised,
obeying token rules of attribution and enabling facile identification.
I have called this material metaphor spatial justice: a posthuman take on existing discourses of
spatial justice,98 which challenges identification by keep on repeating the question ‘why am I
positioned in this way?’ This is not a metaphysical but a physical quest, beginning with the
violence inherent in the fact that every body necessarily occupies a certain space in exclusion
of other bodies. Spatial justice as a question emerges when a body (individual or collective)
moves into the space of another body (individual or collective). This movement is a constant
occurrence. Spatial justice questions the rightfulness of such a movement, and the way the
various geopolitical, ecological, but also quotidian conflicts are supposedly resolved, namely
on arbitrary historical, ethnic, economic and other grounds.
Spatial justice operates as law’s material metaphor because, first, it brings together materiality
and law; second, it is not a container metaphor that determines a process arbitrarily separated
by a paper-thin skin from its horizon, but a constellation of potentialities that open up in the
violence of space without given direction. In that sense, it does not follow a fetishized
description of the liberal body as separate, self-contained and given to teleology (habitually fed
by current container legal metaphors) but sees the body for what it is, namely in a neuronic
material continuum with space and other bodies; third, it causes questioning (why only spatial?
why not temporal? what has space to do with justice? and so on) initiating rather than closing
off the debate; and, fourth, it does not attempt to prescribe a singular solution but allows a
negotiation of fleshy bodies to determine its outcome.
Material metaphors are not easy things. They are counter-intuitive and do not easily catch-on;
they frequently test new ground for which no vocabulary exists; they escape the given system
of metaphors yet they are also inscribed in it; finally, they refuse to separate matter from
language. But perhaps more importantly, they aim for something that remains difficult to
capture and even harder to negotiate with. Space, body, law: their materiality is vast, allinforming, omnipresent. Any term would by definition leave out a great deal of their
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complexity. The problem with all these issues with which material metaphors are grappling is
not that they are transcendental. Rather, very much like death in Titian’s Pietà, they are
constantly around us, with us, in us.

